UV-induced DNA damage in carcinogenesis and its repair.
The purpose of this study is to ask what kind of DNA damage is involved in UV carcinogenesis. Firstly, ras gene alterations were analyzed in UV-induced mice skin cancers. Five types of base changes resulting in activated ras were detected in nine UV-induced skin cancers. Unexpectedly, transversions predominated, whereas previous findings using shuttle vectors indicated that UVC predominantly causes transition-type mutations, which implies the involvement of DNA damage other than dimers in UV carcinogenesis in vivo, in the presence of endogenous photosensitizers. Secondly, we detected mutations both in p53 and ras of skin cancers from patients with xeroderma pigmentosum (XP). Fifty percent of non-melanoma-skin cancers (NMSCs) from XP patients had mutations in p53. The mutation occurred preferentially at CC sites and transitions predominated for p53, whereas ras mutations were far less frequent over the same samples, indicating that DNA damage caused by sunlight rarely hits the crucial sites of ras. Lastly, p53 mutations on NMSCs were compared between sun-exposed area and non/less sun-exposed area. The frequency of p53 mutations between these two groups were almost comparable. However, 67% had the transition at dipyrimidine sites in NMSCs from sun-exposed area, whereas only 20% had the same type of mutations from non/less exposed area (P<0.05).